To The U.S.
Catholic Church

JESUS CHRIST: In Pope John Paul II’s position, he had to
deal with the politics. However what matters if you have your
legal work and papers in order?
MOTHER MARY: Even if you have to disappear for a time in
order to get this in order, you would do this.

Q: In warfare, they recommend that armies do not use
weapons but propaganda. You are about to start the Sabbath
services the way you and the laity want them, and the Catholic
hierarchy will put a stop to it.
NAPOLEON: They will use propaganda. They will supplant
information and perhaps evidence that you are a “womanizer
priest” and you fathered multiple children and they will have it
paid for in newspapers and such to ruin you.
What you have to do is not wait for their move. You
need to put your 97 Theses out there whether it is on a website
or in the newspapers, on the church doors or however you
want to blanket an email to let them not take you down. It is
the way of war that you are in control of the heinous
propaganda that they will set upon you.
DEPUTY AMOS & Andy: Other than that, they will send
out paid thugs to kill you. However you can see that many of
these culprits such as the CIA have already been decimated in
their ranks.
JESUS CHRIST: What can be said is that you are as Saint
Patrick and that you have serpents to deal with.
MOTHER MARY: It is not to be feared such as the Bulgarian
assassin of John Paul whom as you know had to support the
pedophile regime “or else”. Rather, that you are not vulnerable
when you have your legal papers in order, when you have
instructions already for the Sabbath service and what have you.
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JP Morgan: Lock yourselves up until you finish. The same as
I did to save the US banking industry.

NAPOLEON: They will use propaganda. Try to deal with this!
You know the IRA in Ireland were ones who also dealt in the
propaganda of war. To them, individuals are not their concern
but the war at hand towards an organization.
NOSTREDAME: It can go pretty quickly. You write your 97
Theses and then what you plan to do. We have already written
quite a bit on this matter. Here are some examples for you to
consider.
Churches where laws conflict are to follow US laws,
especially where they have treaties and foreign nation
agreements, where they are found supporting nations of
acrimony, US jurisdiction applies.
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On Christ Anonymous. While there are many Christ
churches, in the work with the central government, it does
not declare any church over another and working as
cooperative. Where the work of churches is required such
as in the establishment of marriages of the Eagles, and the
California Missions, it will be called Christ Anonymous.
A Church or government agency is to keep diplomatic
documents for inspection (e.g. the one claims he is
Messiah is tax evader). West Alps reviews these for
malfeasance, and for dogma or practice deemed heresy to
divine law. West Alps will also see absolute good and
absolute evil in education and media (e.g. monsters and
demons in children's textbooks..)
Sabbath: So that the US to become a fascist state or have
jihad as religion, freedom of conscience is honed in Church
on the Sabbath over the 2 ½ days.
Churches can keep Sabbath attendance for community
hiring data. To have a US nationality Churches works in a
higher moral standard when the sacraments of marriage,
child rearing, sanitation, property, wills, legacy,
community are made regular customs of the Sabbath to
tend to family matters and shoulder community in prayer.
In the arena of voting historically, electors and the media
in a democracy eventually goes under despot or fascist
government control. To have a free country, central
government authority will not force uniformity to free
religion or press expressions when the citizens are not
breaking Ten Commandments.
Sabbath in population centers. The Eagles are responsible
for the next level of family from his own family. A
community is built on family, property, work, productivity.
Marriage, competitive public education, child rearing,
confession, Eucharistic conveyances, birth and death are
provided for law abiding citizens to inculcate culture as
raison d'être, the ubiquity of higher law by the
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Sabbath. They learn common law on Ten Commandments
and Cosmic Clock to be law abiding citizens. The middle
class is as the national standard toward nationalism.
Scientific research of Erich Fromm indicates without
teaching of evil, citizens will torture people in
organization. The churches are to publish their catechism
with canon law for those who might enter if they be
recognized a part of Christ Anonymous.
The religion of free democratic nations is the Christ
Standard for morals and raison d'etre against servitude to
barbarianism, to political corruption, fascism and old
world vendettas to hire murder. The common law courts
are to seek jurisprudence not backbiting. Belief is educated
on two principles: backdirect and mastery of self in toil or
work ethic. The study of evil will be both in schools and
churches, (e.g. history is the study of Cain slew Abel.) The
soul continues to live after the body dies. To establish
permanent work ethic in greatness, more than one calling
is ascertained later in 30 year intervals.
Three intelligences not one are recognized: reason,
heart and soul intelligence.
No church may have as their pope in foreign nation,
as the US is the chosen people. Any priest found in
pedophile or killing wanton is killed. Priests found in
adultery or fornicating or an homosexual priest will be excommunicated and put into FBI files if Christ Anonymous
might work in the education and marriage of the eagles.
Moral education in family, child-rearing and
marriage is province of church, then cooperatives of Christ
Anonymous are funded by taxes.
Churches not to engage in social evils, but to attend
to marriage, birth, death, health. (e.g. church feeds the
illegal aliens). In social ills, they are to complain in West
Alps or to take up the Judgment Call of Jesus Christ. The
churches have responsibility to teach on the enemies of
Christ including terrorism, jihad the war against what is
holiness, the work-ethic, study of history by teaching
history repeats itself. The churches can teach of Isaiah,
wars and social ills (e.g. however not to be gifting arms to
foreign nations mentioned in Bible.)
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Marriage: Men and women require stability, safety
and integrity in the binding of the flesh, therefore marriage
is monogamous. Marriage being legal in heaven, before
Cosmic Courts, criminality or backdirect is assessed, legal
marriage is serious.
The Ten Commandments represent over 400,000
years of experience according to (Moses. Fascism by
Church control will not through tithes and property usurp
nation control but to follow total taxation in science of
administration. The over 90% concerns require
cooperation of citizens, government, and West Alps courts.
Where there is a shortage of common law judges, court
will be held elsewhere.

NOSTREDAME: The final draft.
The US will teach religion. Historically an
irreligious nation through government decree is to place
the onus of moral behavior on leaders when the citizens
themselves are not taught divine law to lead in morality in
family, marriage and divorce, war, capital punishment,
euthanasia to counter a dictator in a free nation. As Christ
Anonymous is to marry the Eagles, to create a culture of
the work-ethic greater than for business but the right use
of freedom, a life away from profit-making only.
Community at its best is to see to values and care of
community with no fascism associated.
As family values and education is the responsibility
of Christ Anonymous, and TV media is education and
indoctrination, Christ Anonymous has a right to shut down
in Lightning Technology business of the TV prostitutes as
a family does not have equal time to TV to inculcate
morals. Christ Anonymous over other social ills would
complain in West Alps.
Sabbath: Elementary school is to learn to read the
bible, not to follow TV indoctrination. .A free people are to
be raised with ethics and moral excellence in history, art,
architecture, music and writings, health and intelligence
and Golden Rule. The standard for learning English
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writing is Washington Irving's Notebook exercises on
rhetoric.
Adult education goals including to improve society,
civilization, agricultural methods, bring enlightenment,
propaganda, study, vocational, fraternity.
Aesthetics Prediction and Control: For beauty,
mental improvement, moral integrity in nationalism, art in
public places to be judged by a panel of higher mammals
or babies scientifically employed to determine the positive
emotional response to images and sound in architecture,
art, music, sculpture, without which the ugly, insulting,
degrading, perverse and primitive appears in public places
to foment a seeing, thinking, emotional life as chaotic. As
found in agriculture community, where there is practice of
breaking the Ten Commandments, community fails.
Creation of art is accordingly ethical or morally
bound. Motion pictures, sports and surrealism will come
under rules of aesthetics and for its propaganda and mass
hypnosis effect to make eagles idiots.
Education to follow Aristotle the teacher in pedantry
not creative dreaming sophistry of the “new and original”.
Pedantic teaching of language, rhetoric, grammar,
geography, religion is to inculcate a high civilization (as
national standard) of the elements of righteous tradition.
Custom is teaching modesty and not radicalism and
toleration of the vile. Teaching right and wrong or
religious significance (e.g. what you believe comes to pass.)
Schools are responsible for the culture inculcation where
other nations see the US as a corrupting influence does not
happen again. Words and sounds are laboratory tested for
corruption of the people. To supplement pedantic
teaching, are the advanced flashing method of sight and
sound that isolates in teaching elements.
The lower classes are to be given sufficient education,
higher education made almost free. Libraries are made for
self-education in high civilization. Architecture is to not
resemble low culture of Babylon but of high culture in
gothic design.
In whether to admit the persecuted, a nation's refugees are
judged on their Christian or Judaism past, and also, by
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their current juvenile delinquent behavior. Some nations
have theft as their primary deviance. Other nations, due to
their broken families, engage in child molestation or
breaking skulls or torturing or cannibalism or violent
religion or heart gouging. These nations are not
considered for immigration.
MOTHER MARY: Much more work is involved for church
anonymous, such as harvesting by the young people, however
church anonymous are the ones to maintain a standard of
behavior.

ANDREA of Chicago: The dress code is enforced. The
language. There is a place for people to meet one another, only
that age group attends.

NANCY of Oregon: Our senior centers have a coffee area, a

NOSTREDAME: The British have some good experience with the
cooperatives, albeit they fail in the face of competing with
capitalism. However see that the farms are in cooperatives, much
of the forest lands are managed by cooperatives where there is not
a single head person, only purpose.

Typist: Cooperatives fail in too much compromise perhaps. But
unless the Churches break the 10 Commandments, there is room
for creativity.

NOSTREDAME: There is economic incentives both as buyer and
seller in cooperatives. And this would be considered in the Church
cooperatives.
The cooperatives are the ------>opposite <------of both capitalism
and Communism!

Typist: The 40 year war in France is not understood correctly if

place to shoot pool, play bingo, art, computer, tax classes. They
are open 5 days a week, sponsored by the counties.

you think it is between the Huegonots (Protestants) and Catholics
over religion. It had to do with the church owning so much
property and about agricultural tenancy.

MOTHER MARY: The young people can are open to all in the

NOSTREDAME: It was about the have's and have-nots. This

community. It must however be supervised by the church
anonymous.

argument is fallacious, if you say religions fight.

MOTHER MARY: It is not aggressive such as Table for Two, but it
does provide introducing men and women on personal data. Once
they commit to dating, the church anonymous would give the
guidelines for dating, such as no fornication.

MOTHER MARY: The work of Christ Anonymous is to provide
teen centers the same as we have several senior centers in every
city. To marry the eagles. The activities would be similar to the
seniors, such as art classes, adding karaoke.

NOSTREDAME: The capitalists own and run the newspapers.

Typist: What I was told by Nostredame was that Constitution
is short. The notes that back it up are in the Declaration of
Independence to explain the Constitution.
JESUS CHRIST: This can be many words. However if you
would do the foundational work that will be most vital, then
you are freer to move.

The press is not free.

NOSTREDAME: The Socialists and Communists lie if they say
they are cooperatives! This is fascism. And if you object, you are
sent to hard labor or the Gulags!

Typist: See too, it is what is needed in the press, that you do not
have an USA Today head person dictating all press interests such
as travel, fashion, buy, buy, buy. How about a section on
environment! Would that not be free press!
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